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Brand Planning Principles

C
hapter

The Fuzhong Area in Banqiao District 
has undergone two centuries of urban 
transformation, including the development 
of Panchiao Ancient City around 1855, the 
construction of the Banqiao Train Station 
during the Japanese colonial period, and the 
implementation of the Xinban Special District, 
today filled with highrises. Due to this, Fuzhong 
has become a unique 'urban piece,' where 
historical heritage and a modern metropolis 
coexist; in short, a "Metro-Village."

Based on the idea of "a city within the city," 
Banqiao's "Metro-Village" is an integrated 
concept drafted by New Taipei City Government 
for Banqiao District. Considered a crucial site 
for demonstrating a new approach to urban 
design in Taiwan, the "Metro-Village" is one of 
the six key projects of the New Taipei City 2030 
Vision Project. 
At one end of the "Metro-Village," the 
historical Village hosts the Lin Family Mansion 
and Garden and the Old Banqiao Train Station. 
At the other end, there is the Metropolis, 
where the meeting of four rail systems creates 
a busy intermodal hub. Connecting these two 
ends, there is a one-kilometer stretch that 
articulates the experience of the "Metro-
Village."

＊ Existing and future pavements, street furniture, light 
elements, drain covers, plantations, and planters within 
the Metro-Village should be added, maintained, managed, 
replaced, and repaired following the guidelines offered by 
this manual.
Anyway, the content of this manual consists of principles of 
design only. So, while the spirit of such principles must be 
understood, appropriate adjustments of the principles can 
be allowed case-by-case, according to the situation and the 
approval of the public administration.



1-1 ｜ About Banqiao 

・Qing Dynasty, Banqiao is established

Originally, Banqiao was the area where the 
Ketagalan Paijtsie aboriginal tribe fished and 
hunted. Then, early developments happened thanks 
to Dahan River, that was used for shipping. Due to 
the locational advantages, many found access to 
the land here, and goods were transported from 
Nanzai port to the market center of Banqiao. At 
that time, it was necessary to pass through a ditch 
behind Lin's Family Mansion(current site of the Lin 
Family Mansion and Garden), the residence of the 
most important local family. A wooden bridge was 
built by the family for the purpose. In Taiwanese 
vernacular, a wooden plank is called "Pang", so the 
name "Pang-kiô-thâu", then Banqiao, originated 
here. In 1853, the Lin's Family convinced locals to 
donate money to build town walls and protect the 
settlement. These walls have structured the city 
layout, that still resists today.

・Japanese Colonial Period, Banqiao opens 

to traffic

When water shipping declined, the construction of 
railway made Banqiao into the transportation hub 
of Haishan County (now Banqiao, Tucheng, Sanxia, 
Yingge, Shulin, Zhonghe, and Yonghe District). In 
1901, the Taipei-Taoyuan section of the railway was 
diverted and Banqiao was opened to traffic. The 
demolition of the walls followed in order to give 
space to urban development. 1921’s topographic 
map shows how the settlement began to expand 
during Japanese colonial period, exiting the old city 
boundaries. The city continued to prosper until the 
Chinese National Government moved to Taiwan, 
laying the foundation of the area surrounding the 
old Banqiao railway station, now Fuzhong MRT.

・Nowadays, Banqiao is a metropolitan hub

In the 1960s, the urbanization of Taipei attracted 
many new residents. Banqiao became a satellite 
of Taipei due to the convenience of transportation 
and the growing population made Banqiao into a 
metropolitan environment. As early as the 1990s, 
the number of passengers entering and leaving 
the old Banqiao Railway Station reached 60,000 
people per day, second only to Taipei Station. 
Due to this, in 1992, the surroundings of the old 
Banqiao railway station were overwhelmed by 
the traffic. In order to solve the problem, Taipei 
County government purchased land and planned 
to implement underground railway lines and 
build a new station, finally opened in 1999. The 
development of Banqiao shifted from the Fuzhong 
area, where the old station was located, to the New 
Banqiao Station area (often referred to as Xinban 
Special District).Today, the Xinban Special District 
has become a major commercial, economic, and 
governmental hub. In addition, in 2006, the Banqiao 
Station MRT and the Taiwan High Speed Rail 
entered the area, and the Circular Line Banqiao 
Station MRT was opened in 2020, making Banqiao 
the first railway hub of Taiwan where four railway 
lines meet. Then, in recent years, the New Taipei 
City government has promoted a series of local 
special festivals. The promotion of history and 
culture has started to go hand in hand with urban 
development, leading to the birth of an innovative 
plan that integrates both space and identity 
development, named "the Metro-Village" and later 
discussed in this booklet.

2
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1-2 ｜ Project Motivations

In order to implement an "aesthetic improvement 
demonstration" and transform the overall image 
of New Taipei City, the project integrates various 
cutting-edge ideas, includes the like of City 
Branding, New Street Aesthetics, and Creative 
City Life to trigger local identity and urban visions 
within the framework of the New Taipei City 2030 
Vision Project.

Informed by an analysis of humanities, historical 
heritage, craftmanship, festivities, and guidelines of 
urban development, but also by brainstorming with 
local stakeholders and administrators, the project 
formulates an integrated city branding concept. 
Then, this is applied to a design plan of the open 
space. Here, a series of renewed walkways and 
bicycle lanes connect green areas and the activity 
squares, providing integrated walking precincts 
where commerce and folk activities can meet. 
While historical buildings and tourist attractions 
enhance their presence by dedicated color plans, 
key memories of the place are recreated by 
landscape planning, which reinstills fragments of 
the past within today's city. 

1-4 ｜ General Planning

In response to the emerging need for a new quality 
of life, the Metro-Village changes public space and 
traffic planning while pondering the city's history. 
Such cultural foundations instill unique values into 
urban planning.

The Metro-Village encompasses the historical the 
Lin Family Mansion and Garden and the new Xinban 
Special District. Through public space planning, 
the project aims to integrate the settlement type of 
the "Village," that characterizes the surroundings 
of the Lin Family Mansion and Garden, and that of 
the "Metropolis," that marks the developing Xinban 
Special District. The Banqiao and Fuzhong Station 
of the subway directly link the two areas, sort of a 
crossover between history and modernity. 
The project builds up both the pedestrian space 
and the urban brand through the integrated 
design of colors, materialities, furniture, lights, 
planting, architectural surfaces, and logotype. 
Proposed solutions are distilled from preexisting 

1-3 ｜ The Metro-Village 
Concept 

Building "a city within the city" in-
between the old and the new
As an integrated proposal by New Taipei City 
Government, the Metro-Village concept includes 
brand development and urban design. It also 
serves as an aesthetic demonstration site for the 
six key projects of the New Taipei City 2030 Vision 
Project. Through integrating new urban software 
and hardware, it aims to overturn the city's 
environment. 

If "Fuzhong" literally means "a city at the center," 
the Metro-Village encompasses an old Village, 
i.e., an urban area characterized by the Lin Family 
Mansion and Garden, and a new Metropolis, i.e., 
a special development district where four rail 
lines meet. These two areas converge at Fuzhong, 
i.e., a one-kilometer stretch connecting the folk 
settlement and the metropolitan area, where the 
Metro-Village aims to blend the city's history and 
the new metropolitan energy. 

The Metro-Village is a ten-year project for 
establishing a new urban life in Banqiao. It started 
from an urban culture research, followed by 
defining a possible urban brand. Not only but also, 
the project is expected to drive the renovation of 
the public space to create a walking environment 
where the mix of historical heritage and 
metropolitan culture could actually be experienced.
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1-5 ｜ Logotype Design

The logotype echoes the Metro-Village concept, 
i.e., a path across history and landscape. 
Two significant areas are integrated into the 
development of the place, i.e., the "Village" 
and "Metropolis." During the Qing dynasty, the 
migration of Taiwan's wealthiest family to Banqiao, 
i.e., the Lin family, has put Fuzhong on a gradual 
transformation from an agricultural site to a local 

business center. After the street improvement plan 
of Japanese colonial period and the modern-day 
metropolitan projects, the area of the Metro-Village 
has developed throughout from Qing Dynasty to 
Japanese colonial period. To convert this story 
into visual design, the logotype blends two distinct 
typefaces into one and creates an ancient-modern 

look that echoes the Metro-Village concept.

Landscape 

Orientation

Clear Space
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Portrait Orientation Clear Space

K10 K20 K30 K40 K50

K60 K70 K80 K90 K100

＊ Please refer to the "Metro-Village Brand Identity 
Manual" for detailed guidelines on logotype use. 
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Sign System Specification 
– Letter Size
The letter size in the sign system is set up 
according to viewer type (driver/pedestrian) and 
viewing distance. Information to be viewed at 
close range is defined by the minimum character 
height of 0.6cm for Chinese and 0.5cm for 
English names. Information related to drivers is 
determined by the maximum character height of 
10cm for Chinese and 5cm for English.

Sign System Specification 
– Sign Position
Given users' experience and visual range, it is 
suggested to position the sign information from 
top to down according to the following order: 
"The Metro-Village" logotype > Directions > Main 

指標

10cm

4cm

0.6cm

0.5cm
2cm 5cm

Information > Detailed Introduction. Considering the 
viewing angles of adults, children, and wheelchair 
users, it is advised to place the Main Information 90-
180cm above the ground. 
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hapter

The characteristics and identity of the 
Metro-Village are developed through 
public space elements that embody 
the image and the style of the Village, 
Metropolis, and their intersection. 

By means of different colors, dimensions, 
and landscape elements to the public 
space, the concept aims to create an 
atmosphere of space-time crossover. 
Indeed, the arrangement of diverse 
spatial elements express a transformative 
dynamic. This, in combination with 
coherent urban branding, promotes local 
identity while reinterpreting the urban 
significance of the local public space.
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2-1 ｜ Materiality

The Metro-Village can be roughly divided into the 
"Village," surrounding the Lin Family Mansion and 
Garden, and the "Metropolis," corresponding to 
the Xinban Special District. Regarding pavement, 
the Village mainly uses long red bricks while 
Metropolis gray quadrels. At the convergence 
between these two areas, the "Mixing area," located 
around the MRT Fuzhong Station, blends together 
these pavements by designed gradients. If red 
bricks pave the paths towards the Village, those 
in the direction of the Metropolis are gradually 
converted into gray quadrels. This softens the 
boundary between the two contrasting areas.

In the Metropolis, a sense of modern harmony is 
developed by choosing urban colors that express 
the metropolitan style. Defined by grayscale and 
cool colors, the pavement should apply regular 
geometric arrangements to materials such as 
compressed concrete, stone, or ceramic. The large 

and similarly colored patterns should decorate 
the space with a lively atmosphere but to express 
a sense of spatial consistency and simplicity. It 
is recommended to use gray tiles with a length-
to-width ratio between 1:1 and 3:2. The junctions 
between materials should adopt the same color as 
the materials.

To substantiate a cozy feeling that merges 
with historical buildings, the Village should be 
characterized by red materials. The pavement 
should use bricks, tiles, and stone elements 
that create a sense of softness, displaying 
pavement design by different arrangements. It is 
recommended to engrave the logo of the "Metro-
Village" on the Village pavement brick. Moreover, 
it is suggested that the red bricks within this area 
adopt a length-to-width ratio between 5:1 and 5:2. 
The junctions between materials should adopt the 
same color as the materials. 
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＊ Existing and future pavement in the Metro-
Village should be added, maintained, managed, 
replaced, and repaired following the guidelines 
offered by this manual. Variations from the 
guidelines are not permitted.

The Village The Metropolis
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2-2 ｜ Street Furniture

The street furniture in the Village resembles that 
of Chinese gardens, adopting cylindrical designs 
with peculiar chamfers. The use of concrete or 
stone creates a visually integrated design of public 
space, but the bottom edge detailing provides the 
idea of detachment from the ground. The furniture 
should be set up in different forms at important 
locations.

In order to match the cool colors and atmosphere 
of the Metropolis, the street furniture needs 
to display clean lines and create a nature-like 
environment for increased comfort. Therefore, 
wood and metal are chosen to make chair-like 
designs with details such as backrests and arc-
shaped armrests. All the street furniture must be 
fixed on the sidewalk. 
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Metropolis

Color｜
Warm-colored wood and cool-colored metal

Shape and Dimensions｜
The elongated grating is connected to arc-shaped 
armrests and the ground by metallic legs. Sizewise, 
the back height is 72.5cm with a seat height of 
55cm. A single seat is 80cm long, while longer 
seats can be designed for two people (120cm long) 
or three (200cm).

Material｜
Wooden body with metal support
Wood: Pine wood high pressure-treated and coated 
with disinfectant for protection.
Metal: Galvanized steel with a layer of silver coating

Village

Color ｜
Based on earth tones and warm colors

Shape and Dimensions｜
Circular or ring-shaped form, without sharp angles

Material｜
Light-colored granite

Mixing-area

Color｜
Based on white and gray colors

Shape and Dimensions ｜
1. The arc-shaped chair has a modular unit of 50 or 
100cm in diameter.
2. The long rectangular chair has a modular unit of 
2-3 seats (about 120-200cm).

Material｜
Gray granite

CMYK 0/0/0/30

CMYK 55/60/80/10

CMYK 0/0/0/60

CMYK 0/0/0/90

CMYK 65/60/60/15

Metal

CMYK 
35/50/50/0

CMYK 
35/30/30/0

CMYK 
50/65/65/5

CMYK 
40/40/40/0

Wood

1

2

3

CMYK 
0/0/0/30

CMYK 
0/0/0/30

CMYK 
0/0/0/20

CMYK 
0/0/0/20

cylindrical-shaped chair long rectangular chair

cylindrical-shaped chair
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2-3 ｜ Lighting

The key objective of nighttime lighting is to deter 
crime and create psychologically safe areas while 
reducing light pollution. In terms of color, low 
temperature lighting delivers a cozy and historical 
atmosphere. A continuous light source not only 

lights up the city, but also establishes a visual 
rhythm that guides pedestrians. It is advised to pay 
attention to the lighting at junctions the like of bus 
stations, plazas, park, and sidewalk rest areas. 

1

3

2

Village ｜ Warm Light

The recommended lighting for the Village is 
low temperature warm lights, 3000K~3500K. 
Short lamps are recommended to highlight the 
historical buildings and prevent interference on 
viewing historical architecture during the day. 

Metropolis ｜ White Light

The recommended lighting for the Metropolis is 
high temperature white lights, 4500K~5000K. 
Tall lamps with simple designs can provide 
indirect lighting of sidewalks and street 
furniture to create a comfortable environment. 

Mixing area ｜ Warm White

The recommended light temperature for the 
Mixing area is 3500K~4500K.
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Open Plaza

The setup of drain covers in large plazas must be coordinated with the pavement design. 
Also, they should highlight changing pavement materialities. This does not only aims at 
integrating design but also enhancing the experience of water in the city.

The Linear Drainage System with Circular Cover Design at Intersections ｜
1. The drain cover should be integrated with pavement and plaza design.
2. The drain cover should enable people listening to the water, thus creating an unique 
urban experience.

Village, Mixing area, and Pedestrian Sidewalk

Made of concrete, the drain cover is connected to the curbs and define the edge of the 
sidewalk. The color must be consistent with the surrounding pavement in order to create 
visual coherence. 

A Linear Drainage System with Curb-Connected Covers ｜
The drain cover is made of concrete and is connected to the curb.

2-4 ｜ Drain Covers

Drain covers can differ according to their locations 
in the Village, Mixing area, or Metropolis. Different 
features are combined with local characteristics 
to define the sense of place. A linear system 
connected to the curbs is set up in the Village and 
on pedestrian sidewalks. It adopts a color tone 
close to the pavement. In the Metropolis, circular 

drain covers are set up to 'introduce' the sound 
of water to the city. This should combine with 
public space activities in order to create distinct 
experiences. Grating's opening on the shorter side 
of the drain cover should be smaller than 1.3cm. 
Anti-slip properties are preferred. 

Banqiao Station
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2-5 ｜ Road Parking System

To create a more unified space, the pedestrian 
and the scooter parking spaces are designed 
together as a comprehensive whole. They are 
built with the same paving. In response to the 
spatial requirements of different road sections, 
three designs are applied to Village, Mixing area, 

and Metropolis. Every 5-6 motorcycle parkings 
a planter is allocated, helping to prevent illegal 
parking. A planter is also set up every 2-3 car 
parkings. Please refer to the details following.

Village

The motorcycle parking space adopts the same materials as the sidewalk, and 
it is located at the same level of the traffic lane. It is recommended to allocate 
a planter every 5~6 motorcycle parkings, since this can prevent illegal parking 
without blocking transversal views. Car parkings are parallel to the driving 
direction on the road. A planter is recommended every two car parkings. 

Metropolis

The motorcycle parking space adopts the same materials as the sidewalk, and 
it is located at the same level as the traffic lane. It is recommended to allocate a 
planter every 5~6 motorcycle parkings and this must be embellished by arbors, 
shrubs, or grasses and flowers. Car parking spaces are parallel to the driving 
direction on the road, and a planter is recommended every two parking spaces. 

Mixing area–Fuzhong Area

The motorcycle parking space adopts the same materials as the sidewalk, and it 
is located at the same level of the pedestrian space. During special events, the 
parking space can be used to increase the walking surface and enhance spatial 
flexibility. Car parkings are parallel to the driving direction and a planter is 
recommended every two parking spaces. For car parking spaces perpendicular to 
the road, a planter is recommended every three parking spaces. 

Planter

1

2

3

1 2

3

NN

Planter

Lin Family Mansion and 
Garden

Banqiao Station

MRT Fuzhong Station Xianmin Blvd.

Minquan Rd.

Hansheng E. Rd.

Sec. 1
, 

Wenhua Rd. Sec. 1, Zhongshan Rd.

Xinzhan Rd.

Xinfu Rd.

Ximen St.

Guanqian W. Rd.

Shijian Rd.

Guanqian E. Rd.

Fuzhong Rd.

Fuhou St.
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2-6 ｜ Planters

The planter styles are location-specific. Planters 
that match with recreational spaces are placed 
in the open plazas, while water-permeable, 
stylish, pedestrian-friendly planters are set up 

on the sidewalks. Also, planters' color is adjusted 
according to local color tones.

1

2

Village, Mixing area, Pedestrian Sidewalk

Two planter styles that must be adjusted to match 
the surroundings

1 ｜ Single planters adopt a circular or arc-shaped 
design. They are made of weathering steel and 
they are apparently detached from the ground.
2 ｜ Tree planters on pedestrian sidewalks are 
made of concrete and also serve as resting spaces 
and seats.

Metropolis, Mixing area, Open Plaza

Two planter styles that must be adjusted to match 
surroundings

1 ｜ Situated at the same level as the surrounding 
pavement, the planters are filled with soil for tall 
grasses, bushes, and flowers. 
2 ｜ The planters must be integrated with 
surrounding pavement, the pavement material 
should therefore cover the planter leaving an 
opening for the plant only. 

NN

1

1

2

2

reference

reference

reference

reference

Banqiao Station

Minquan Rd.

Hansheng E. Rd.

Sec. 1
, 

Wenhua Rd. Sec. 1, Zhongshan Rd.

Xinzhan Rd.

Xinfu Rd.

Ximen St.

Fuzhong Rd.

Fuhou St.

Lin Family Mansion and 
Garden

MRT Fuzhong Station Xianmin Blvd.

Guanqian W. Rd.

Shijian Rd.

Guanqian E. Rd.
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2-7 ｜ Landscape Planting

The Village must be characterized by fragrant, 
colorful perennial shrubs and herbs. Oppositely, 
large subtropical trees with linear trunks and large 
tree crowns should be planted in the Metropolis.

Shrub & Grass (suggest) 

In general, if conditions do not offer constraints, 
it is suggested to use plants with bigger leaves. 
These are easier to clean up, thus they facilitate 
the maintenance process of public space.

Trees (suggest) 

NN

Lin Family Mansion and 
Garden

Banqiao Station

MRT Fuzhong Station

Chongqing 
Rd.

 Xianmin Blvd.

Minquan Rd.

Sec. 1
, W

enhua Rd.

Nanmen St.

Fude St.

W
enchang St.

Sec. 1, Zhongshan Rd.

Xinzhan Rd.

Xinfu Rd.

Ximen St.

Guanqian W. Rd.

Shijian Rd.

Guanqian E. Rd.

Fuzhong Rd.

Fuhou St.
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Type

Plaza 

Plaza

Pedestrian 
Walkway

Pedestrian 
Walkway

Pedestrian 
Walkway

Pedestrian 
Walkway

Pedestrian 
Walkway

Description

It is recommended the choice of easily maintained 
trees and flowering plants to decorate and 
afforest the space. The Mixing area should feature 
special plants, that accompanies the bustling 
Fuzhong Shopping Area by a rich selection of 
colors.

It is recommended the choice of easily maintained 
trees and plants; branching must happen above 
2.5 meters as the planters integrate with parking 
space. It is necessary regular trimming to ensure 
that branches remain above 2.5 meters. 

It is recommended to use flowering arbors and 
fragrant shrubs. At the convergence between 
Mixing area and the Village, it is also possible to 
choose the plants as in the Lin Family Mansion 
and Garden as a decoration for the paths.

It is recommended the choice of the same arbors 
as in the Lin Family Mansion and Garden. Also, it 
is recommended to use bird-attracting plants to 
enrich the sensory experience of passers-by. 

It is recommended the choice of a variety of 
straight-stemmed, low maintenance flowering 
herbs or needle herbs in different colors. In order 
to maintain visual consistency and visibility, the 
narrow Chongqing Road should be planted with 
shrubs and flowering plants. 

Arbors with linear trunks and large tree crowns 
are used to increase shaded areas. Since Xianmin 
Boulevard is surrounded by large open spaces, 
it is suggested to use lush evergreen arbor to 
increase shade. As for shrubs, it is recommended 
to choose prune-tolerant low maintenance plants. 

Arbors with linear trunks and large tree crowns 
are used to increase the shaded area. Open green 
area is suitable for planting camphor trees with 
large crowns but often fall leaves . Also, it is 
suggested to plant tall grasses and flowers in 
soft, linear compositions. 

MRT Fuzhong Station 
Gate1 Plaza

Xianmin Blvd., North 
section of Chongqing 
Rd.

West side of the 
Guanqian E. Rd. 
& East side of the 
Guanqian W. Rd. 

West side of the 
Guanqian W. Rd. 
(Close to the Lin 
Family Mansion and 
Garden)

Chongqing Rd.

Xianmin Blvd., Xinfu 
Rd., Xinzhan Rd.

New Taipei City Plaza, 
Station Plaza, Around 
Banqiao Station

Chinese Soap Berry, 
Botree,China Tree,
Dwarf Lilyturf,
Cape Jasmine

Indian Almond,
Chinese Tallow Tree,
Common Elaeocarpus,
Yedda Hawthorn,
Japanese Honeysuckle,
Cape Jasmine

Chinese Tallow Tree,
Rosy Trumpet Tree,
Sweet Tea Olive,
orange osmanthus,
Jasmine,
Common Jasmin Orange

Zuiho Machilus,
Chinese Tallow Tree,
Poongaoil Pongamia,
Oldham's Azalea,
Banana Shurb

Dwarf Lilyturf,
Purple Fountain Grass,
Striped Bracketplant,
Blackberry Lily

Comphor Tree,
Indian Almond,
Beef Wood,
Scandent Scheffera,
Dwarf Lilyturf

Comphor Tree,
Indian Almond,
Chinese pennisetum,
Creeping Liriope,
Autumn Zephyrlily

Area Plants

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Fuzhong Plaza 

Around MRT Fuzhong Station

West side of the Guanqian E. Rd. & East side of the Guanqian W. Rd. 

West side of the Guanqian W. Rd.

Chongqing Rd.

Banqiao Station

New Taipei City Plaza, Station Plaza, Around Banqiao Station
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Narrative Signage System

The narrative signage system introduces location-specific stories and other detailed 
information about public spaces and the city. The design should include pattern 
decorations that symbolize each park, plaza, public building, or historical heritage. 
Made of concrete, these signs sould be characterized by carved out arrowheads. 

Suitable for: Landmarks such as the Lin Family Mansion and Garden, Shibaluohan 
Park and Banqiao Jieyun Temple, Fuzhong Shopping Area, Miaoyun Temple and 
Jieshou Park, City Plaza, etc. 

The Lin Family  Mansion and 

Fuzhong Plaza

New Taipei City Plaza

Fuzhong Shopping Area

Jieshou ParkBanqiao Jieyun Temple

Narrative Signage System

Directional Signage System

2-8 ｜ Signage System

The signage system plays an important role in the 
overall planning. There are two types of signs: 
one provided directions, and the other narrates 
stories. Both of the systems guide locals and the 
tourists regarding transportation, entertainment, 
living spaces, and heritage attractions. On the 

visual level, the signage is expected to blends in 
with the pavement. Hopefully, this contributes to 
consolidating the spatial design of the public space. 

A

B
C
D

The Lin Family Mansion and Garden (at the Ximen 
Street entrance on the northside) 
Jieyun Temple (Westside entrance)
Daguan Academy (Northside entrance on Ximen Street)
Cihui Temple (at the Fuzhong Road entrance)

E

F
 
G

Fuzhong Plaza (on the southside, Fuzhong Road-
Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard intersection)
Jieshou Park (on the southwest side, Gongyuan 
Street-Guanqian East Road intersection)
New Taipei City Plaza (on the west side, Section 2 
Xianmin Boulevard-Xinfu Road intersection)

NN

1

2
3

4

7

6

13

10
9

8

11
12

17 18 19 25

15

14 20 21

22
23

16

5

24
31

30

29
28

33
32

34

35

36

37
38

40

39

27
26

B

A C

D
E

F

G
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Directional Signage System

The directional signs system serves to simply provide directions. These should 
be located at spatial junctions and crossings, with a light gray color on the front 
and other colors on the sides. The location names are engraved on the signs, 
displaying the artistic concept of "reading in the environment."

Suitable for: spatial junctions, pedestrian crossing.

Westside of Shibaluohan Park, Fuzhong Road- 
Guanqian West Road intersection
Fuzhong Road-Ximen Street intersection
Ximen Street, southwest side of the Lin Family 
Mansion and Garden
Ximen Street-Wenchang Street intersection, 
northeast side of the Lin Family Mansion and 
Garden
Beimen Street-Lane 1 Zhongzheng Road 
intersection
Beimen Street-Chaguan Street intersection
Houcaiyuan Street-Wenchang Street intersection, 
southeast side of the Lin Family Mansion and 
Garden
Canghou Street-Fuzhong Road intersection, 
southwest side
Fuzhong Road-Wenchang Street intersection, 
northeast side
Fuzhong Road-Dadong Street intersection, 
southeast side
Guanqian West Road and Canghou Street-Fude 
Street section
Guanqian West Road and Dadong Street-Nanmen 
Street section
Beimen Street-Houcaiyuan Street intersection, west 
side
Section 1 Wenhua Road-Fuzhong Road intersection, 
east side
Fuzhong Road-Dongmen Street intersection, 
southeast side
Dongmen Street-Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard 
intersection, north side
Guanqian West Road-Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard 
intersection, north side
Guanqian East Road-Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard 
intersection, northeast side 
Guanqian East Road-Section 1 Zhongshan Road 
intersection, northwest side
Fuzhong Road-Fuhou Street intersection, west side
Fuzhong Road-Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard 

1

2
3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36
37
38
39

40

intersection, southwest side
Chongqing Road-Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard 
intersection, east side
Chongqing Road-Section 1 Zhongshan Road 
intersection, east side
Chongqing Road-Section 1 Zhongshan Road 
intersection, south side
Guanqian East Road-Section 1 Zhongshan Road, 
northeast side
Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard-Minzu Road 
intersection, south side
Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard-Minzu Road 
intersection, east side
Section 1 Zhongshan Road-Minzu Road intersection, 
east side
Section 1 Zhongshan Road-Minzu Road intersection, 
south side
Jieshou Park north side, Shijian Road-Gongyuan 
Street intersection
Jieshou Park southeast side, Shijian Road-Guanqian 
East Road intersection
Minquan Road-Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard, south 
side
Minquan Road-Section 1 Zhongshan Road, west 
side
Minquan Road-Section 1 Xianmin Boulevard, east 
side
Minquan Road-Section 1 Zhongshan Road, north 
side
Xinfu Road-Section 2 Xianmin Boulevard, south side
Xinfu Road-Section 1 Zhongshan Road, west side
Xinfu Road-Section 1 Zhongshan Road, north side
New Taipei City Plaza north side, Xinzhan Road-
Section 2 Xianmin Boulevard intersection 
New Taipei City Plaza east side, Xinzhan Road-
Section 1 Zhongshan Road intersection
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Curtain walls

40/40/40/0
40/50/60/0

40/50/60/0

55/70/60/10

35/55/50/0

55/80/95/40Maintain historic 
sites in their original 
appearance.

Maintain historic 
sites in their original 
appearance.

The color guidelines are mainly about using the 
recommended colors in the architectural surfaces. 
Besides historic sites with unchangeable colors, it 
is recommended to use the colors here displayed 
to achieve a visual balance between hue and 
brightness.

2-9 ｜ Color Guidelines ｜ Village

1.

2.

3.

4.

Maintain historic sites in their original 
appearance.

Ten choices of colors for the building facades.
Inspired by 5 pavement colors in the Village 
with a selection of 5 similar additional colors.

Keep facade materials with unchangeable 
colors (such as glass and metal) in their 
original colors.

Arcade pillars and ground-level facades adopt 
dark gray colors (CMYK 0/0/0/80).
To distinguish the colors between pedestrian 
pavement and facade, it is recommended to use 
gray colors at the ground floor. 
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Maintain historic 
sites in their original 
appearance.

Maintain historic 
sites in their original 
appearance.

Maintain historic 
sites in their original 
appearance.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Maintain historic sites in their original 
appearance.

Ten choices of colors for the building facades.
Inspired by 5 pavement colors in the Metropolis 
with a selection of 5 similar additional colors.

Keep facade materials with unchangeable 
colors (such as glass and metal) in their 
original colors.

Arcade pillars and ground-level facades adopt 
dark gray colors (CMYK 0/0/0/80).
To distinguish the colors between pedestrian 
pavement and facade, it is recommended to use 
gray colors at the ground floor. 

75/65/60/15

Curtain walls

70/60/60/10

The color guidelines are mainly about using the 
recommended colors in the architectural surfaces. 
While keeping historic sites in their original colors, 
it is recommended to adopt the series of gray 
colors here displayed. Curtain walls should use 
original glass colors or gray laminated films.

Color Guidelines ｜ Metropolis

75/65/60/15 0/0/0/60 70/60/60/10
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Before

After

The Metro-Village is composed of a variety of old 
and new buildings, many of which have commercial 
purpose. The three areas in this project, i.e., the 
Village, Metropolis, and Mixing area, are all filled 
with signboards. This project sets up a consistent 
street view system for the Metro-Village, which 
advises the use of low-chroma, low-brightness 
colors. Following the principle of avoiding a sense 
of conflict between signs and Village's historical 

buildings, the system also maintains a consistent 
style for the Metropolis and organizes the signs in 
the bustling Fuzhong Shopping Area.

This project aims at coordinating signs and 
urban space in a way that prevents architectural 
features from being obscured. It also provides 
recommendation of sizes and locations in different 
areas. Please refer to the details following. 

2-10 ｜ Commercial Signage Guidelines

NNNN

1

2

3

Minquan Rd.

Minzu Rd.

Sec. 1
, W

enhua Rd.

Guanqian W. Rd. Guanqian E. Rd.

Shijian Rd.

Xim
en St.

Xinfu Rd.

Mixing area MetropolisVillage

Lin Family Mansion 
and Garden

Banqiao Station

MRT Fuzhong Station Xianmin Blvd.

Nanmen St.
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1. Fascia signs:

2. Blade signs:

3. Hanging 
 arcade signs:

1. Fascia signs:

2. Blade signs:

3. Hanging 
 arcade signs:

It is recommended to use 3D letters and a light source on the wall that integrates the building's 
facade colors and materials. The sign's overall effect should be based on low-chroma, low 
brightness colors. The size of fascia signs should not exceed 1.5 meters in height and the signs 
cannot be installed at a height above half of Level 2 (5 meters tall).
It is recommended to use long, squared, or circular signs in low-hue, low-brightness colors. For 
extensions within 1.1 meters from the wall, the sign length can be up to 3 meters; for extensions 
within 1.5 meters from the wall, the sign length needs to be under 2 meters. The sign cannot be 
installed at a height above the floor of Level 3 (7 meters tall).
It is recommended to use low-chroma, low-brightness signs with 3D letters, and avoid using an 
external light source. The height should not exceed 80cm, with a clearance height of 3 meters.

1 Village

It is recommended to use 3D letters and light source on the wall that integrates the building's 
facade colors and materials. The sign's overall effect should be constructed by low-chroma, low 
brightness colors. The sign should not exceed a height of 1.5 meters.
It is recommended to use low-chroma, low-brightness light boxes, signs, or 3D letters and avoid 
using electronic signs. For extensions within 1.1 meters from the wall, the sign length can be up 
to 4 meters; for extensions within 1.5 meters from the wall, the sign length needs to be under 3 
meters. The sign cannot be installed at a height above half of Level 3 (8.5 meters tall).
It is recommended to use low-chroma, low-brightness signs for 3D letters. External light sources 
or electronic signs should be avoided. The height cannot exceed 80cm, with a clearance height of 3 m. 

2 Mixing area

<7m

Historic Building
Sign installment is not advised

Fascia signs
Use of 3D letters and 
projector

Hanging arcade signs
Use of 3D metallic 
letters

Blade signs
Use of light box signs

<2m

<1.5m

<1.5m

<1.1m

<3m

<5m

<0.8m

>3m

<1.5m

<4m
<3m

<8.5m
<1.1m

>3m

<1.5m

<0.8m

Fascia signs
Use of long light boxes

Fascia signs
Use of 3D letters and 
projector

Hanging arcade signs
 Use of roller signs

Blade signs
Use of light box signs

③

③

②

②

①

①

①
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It is recommended to use long light boxes or 3D letters combined with an external supplementary 
light source on the wall. The use of electronic signs should be avoided. Considering each 
building’s facade colors and materials. Low-chroma and low-brightness sign colors should be 
used to construct the overall effect. The height cannot exceed 1.5 meters. 
Low-chroma, low-brightness sign colors are recommended. For extensions within 1.5 meters 
from the wall, the sign length can be up to 5 meters. The signs cannot be installed at a height 
exceeding the bottom of Level 4 (10 meters tall).
It is recommended to use low-chroma, low-brightness sign colors and avoid using electronic 
signs. The height cannot exceed 80cm with a clearance height of 3 meters. 

＊ In addition to complying with the guidelines in this manual, sign installation should not violate the 
Construction and Planning Agency, Ministry of the Interior's "Regulation on Signboards & Commercial Bills."

3 Metropolis

<10m

<5m

<5m

>3m

<1.5m

<0.8m

<0.8m

<1.5m

<1.5m
<1.5m

<1.5m

<1.5m

Fascia signs
Use of 3D letters and 
projector

①

Hanging arcade signs
Use of light box signs

③

Blade signs
Use of light box signs

②

Fascia signs
Use of signboards

①

1. Fascia signs:

2. Blade signs:

3. Hanging 
 arcade signs:



Zoning Design Guidelines

● 3-1 New Taipei City Plaza ● 3-2 Fuzhong Plaza ● 3-3 

Chongqing Road ● 3-4 Beimen Street ● 3-5 Around Banqiao 

Station ● 3-6 Section AB Xianmin Boulevard ● 3-7 Wenhua 

Road ● 3-8 Zhongshan Road to Guanqian East Road Area 

● 3-9 Ximen Street to Guanqian West Road Area

C
hapter

The design guidelines for each area are 
summarized according to the future zones of 
operation.
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Style

The linear drainage system with circular cover design at 

intersections.

• The drain cover should be integrated with the pavement design

• The drain cover should enhance the experience of water in the 

urban environment

Colors

The colors are determined according to the road pavement.

• CMYK (gray tone) 

　55/50/45/10

　65/60/60/15

　75/70/75/45

Materiality

Light Environment Design

Drain Cover System

Material / Layout 
Squared (water-permeable) bricks in regular geometric 

arrangements. Recommended materials are compressed concrete, 

stones, or ceramics. The joints must use the colors following. 

Dimension
Gray (water-permeable) quadrels: Recommended length-to-width 

ratio between 1:1 and 3:2.

Style
Street lights, wall 

lights, landscape lights, 

groundlights

Color Temperature
White light mainly

Colors ｜

古城
5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm

3-1 ｜ New Taipei City Plaza

Located on the southeast side of Banqiao Station, New 
Taipei City Plaza is the core of The Metro-Village's 
Metropolis. The project suggests opening up green fences 
that were originally designed to surround the City Plaza, 
and create a mobile, friendly, and open public space that 
facilitates citizens interaction. 

CMYK 25/20/20/0

30/30/30/0

60/50/45/10

75/70/75/45

65/60/60/15

NN

reference

reference reference
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Street Furniture

Planters

Road Parking System

Landscape Planting

Style

Wooden gratings as backrest and 

seat surface, with cool-colored 

metal for structure and armrest.

The long rectangular chair has 

a modular unit of 2-3 seats 

(about 120-200cm), while the 

cylindrical-shape has a modular 

unit with a 50 or 100cm diameter.

Material / Style

The plaza uses covers or gratings made of the same materials as 

the pavement, and covers plantation areas with tall grasses and 

flowers.

Colors

• CMYK (gray tone)

　55/50/45/10

　65/60/60/15

　75/70/75/45

Style

Using the same pavement 

materials as the pedestrian 

sidewalk, with 15cm 

difference of elevation gap. 

The curbs define the edge 

of spaces, and the parking 

space aligns with the traffic 

lane.

Plant Selection Criteria 

1 ｜ Open Plaza Space 

Adopting multi-layer planting, arbors with linear trunks and large 

tree crowns are chosen to increase the shaded area, whereas 

soft, linear grasses and flowers are selected to increase aestethic 

quality of public space.

2 ｜ Pedestrian Sidewalk

Arbors with linear trunks and large crowns are used to increase 

the shaded area on pedestrian spaces. As for shrubs, it is 

recommended to choose prune-tolerant and easily maintained 

plants.

1.5 m 2 m
0/0/0/30

55/60/80/10

0/0/0/65

0/0/0/90

65/60/60/15

Metal

Wood

Planter

reference reference
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New Taipei City Hall

Sec. 2, Xianmin Blvd.

Xinfu Rd.

Reference for New Taipei City Plaza

Gray squared bricks CMYK=25/20/20/0

Gray squared bricks CMYK=60/50/45/10

linear drain cover

0 10 20 50m

N
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Xinzhan R
d.
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Materiality

Light Environment Design

Drain Cover System

Material / Layout 
The Metropolis pavement must use gray (water-permeable) 

quadrels. Recommended materials include compressed concrete, 

stones, or ceramics. The Village pavement must use red long 

(water-permeable) bricks made of compressed concrete, stones, or 

ceramics. Based on the distance between the two areas, the tiles 

are modularly arranged according to the pavement ratios of 100-

75% in Metropolis and 25-0% in Village. The joints must use the 

colors following.

Dimension 
Gray (water-permeable) quadrels: Recommended length-to-width 

ratio between 1:1 and 3:2. Red long (water-permeable) bricks: 

Recommended length-to-width ratio between 5:1 and 5:2.

Style
Street lights, wall 

lights, landscape lights, 

groundlights, recessed wall 

lights

Color Temperature
1 ｜ Warm light area

2 ｜ Warm white light area

CMYK 25/20/20/0

30/30/30/0

60/50/45/10

75/70/75/45

65/60/60/15
古城

5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm

古城
5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm

CMYK 35/55/50/0

50/65/65/5

60/70/60/10

40/40/40/0

60/60/75/15

Colors ｜

3-2｜ Fuzhong Plaza

The Fuzhong Plaza is located at the intersection of 
Xianmin Boulevard and Fuzhong Road, i.e., the center of 
the Metro-Village. The area is characterized by elements 
from the Metropolis and the Village and showcases the 
integration of historical culture and modern construction.

2 ｜ Open Plaza:

• CMYK (gray tone)

　55/50/45/10

　65/60/60/15

　75/70/75/45

Style
1 ｜ Pedestrian Sidewalk 

Linear drainage system with curb-connected covers. 

• The drain cover is made of concrete and connected to the curb.

2 ｜ Open Plaza 

The linear drainage system with circular cover design at 

intersections. 

• The drain cover should be integrated with the pavement design. 

• The drain cover should enhance the experience of water in the 

urban environment.

Colors
1 ｜ Pedestrian Sidewalk:

The colors are determined according 

to the road pavement.

• CMYK (gray tone)

　55/50/45/10、65/60/60/15

　75/70/75/45

• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0

　50/65/65/5

1 2

1 2

1 2

1

2

NN

reference reference

reference
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Street Furniture

Planters

Road Parking System

Landscape Planting

Style
Rectangular and cylindrical shapes 

made of concrete materials with 

round corners.

The long rectangular chair has a 

modular unit of 2-3 seats (about 

120-200cm), while the cylindrical-

shape has a modular unit with a 50 

or 100cm diameter.
CMYK 

0/0/0/30
CMYK 

0/0/0/15

cylindrical-shape chair 

long rectangular chair

Material / Style
1 ｜ Pedestrian Sidewalk

The planters are made of weathering steel 

with the same colors of concrete in a circular 

or arc-shaped design. Alternatively, they may 

use covers or gratings made of the same 

materials of nearby pavement.

2 ｜ Open Plaza

The plaza uses covers or gratings made of 

the same materials as the pavement, and 

covers plantation areas with tall grasses and 

flowers.

Colors
The colors are determined according to the 

road pavement.

• CMYK (gray tone)

　55/50/45/10

　65/60/60/15

　75/70/75/45

Style
Using the same pavement 

materials as the pedestrian 

sidewalk, with 15cm 

difference of elevation gap. 

The curbs define the edge 

of spaces, and the parking 

space aligns with the traffic 

lane.

Plant Selection Criteria

1 ｜ Pedestrian Sidewalk

It is recommended to chose easily maintained, common sidewalk 

trees and plants; branching arbors should be above 2.5 meters.

2 ｜ Open Plaza Space 

It is recommended to chose easily maintained sidewalk trees and 

plants in consideration of activities and viewing effects. 

• CMYK (red brick 

tone)

　35/50/50/0

　50/65/65/5

1.65 m 2 m

1 2 1 2

1

2

reference

reference

reference

reference
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New Taipei 
City Police 

Department

Sec. 1, Wenhua Rd.

Nanmen St.
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Reference for Fuzhong Plaza

Red long bricks CMYK=55/55/50/0

Gray squared bricks CMYK=60/50/45/10

Gray squared bricks CMYK=25/20/20/10

Linear drain cover —— Open Plaza

Concrete drain cover ——Pedestrian Sidewalk

Banqiao 
District Office, 

New Taipei City

0 10 20 50 100m
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New Taipei 
City Police 

Department

Banqiao 
District Office, 

New Taipei City

Sec. 1, Wenhua Rd.

Ln. 1, Fuhou St.

Mingde Rd.

Sec. 1, Xianmin Blvd.

Sec. 1, Zhongshan Rd.

Fuhou St.

Ln. 32, Sec. 1, W
enhua Rd.

M
inzu R

d.

Ln. 46, Sec. 1, W
enhua R

d.

M
inquan R

d.



Style

Pedestrian Sidewalk 

Linear drainage system with curb-connected covers. 

• The drain cover is made of concrete and connected to the curb.

Colors ｜
The colors are determined according to the road pavement.

• CMYK (gray tone)

　55/50/45/10

　65/60/60/15

　75/70/75/45

36

Materiality

Light Environment Design

Drain Cover System

Material / Layout 
The Metropolis pavement must use gray (water-permeable) 

quadrels. Recommended materials include compressed concrete, 

stones, or ceramics. The Village pavement must use red long 

(water-permeable) bricks made of compressed concrete, stones, 

or ceramics. The tiles are modularly arranged according to the 

pavement ratios of 100 in Metropolis. The joints must use the 

colors following.

Dimension 
Gray (water-permeable) quadrels: Recommended length-to-width 

ratio between 1:1 and 3:2. Red long (water-permeable) bricks: 

Recommended length-to-width ratio between 5:1 and 5:2.

Style
Street lights, landscape 

lights,groundlights

Color Temperature
Warm light mainly

Colors ｜

3-3｜ Chongqing Road 

Located inside Fuzhong Shopping Area, Chongqing Road 
is currently paved by asphalt in the biggest part, due to a 
large demand of parking space. Then, pedestrian risk in 
the area is increased by illegal parking. Considering the 
extreme lack of pedestrian space in this area, the project 
suggests increasing pedestrian space and reorganize the 
visual landscape.

CMYK 25/20/20/0

30/30/30/0

60/50/45/10

75/70/75/45

65/60/60/15
古城

5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm

NN

reference

reference
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Street Furniture

Planter

Road Parking System

Landscape Planting

Style
Rectangular and cylindrical shapes 

made of concrete materials with 

round corners.

The long rectangular chair has a 

modular unit of 2-3 seats (about 

120-200cm), while the cylindrical-

shape has a modular unit with a 50 

or 100cm diameter.

Material / Style
The planters are made of weathering steel of the same colors of 

concrete in sizes similar to that of motorcycle parking spaces.

Colors
• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0

　50/65/65/5

Style
Using the same 

pavement materials as 

the pedestrian sidewalk, 

with 5~6 motorcycle 

parking spaces as sort of 

spatial unit. Planters are 

installed to prevent illegal 

parking.

Plant Selection Criteria 

It is recommended to chose a variety of straight-stemmed, low 

maintenance flowering herbs in different colors. These must be 

matched with linear-leafed herbs.

CMYK 
0/0/0/30

CMYK 
0/0/0/15 1.5 m 2 m

Chinese pennisetum
'Rubrum

'

Pink Sunray

Dw
arf Lilyturf

cylindrical-shape chair 

long rectangular chair

Planter

reference reference
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Guanqian E. Rd.

Ln
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 C

ho
ng
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Ln. 52, Gongyuan St.
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ng
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ng
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NN

Miao-Yun Temple

Arcade

Arcade

Red long bricks CMYK=35/55/50/0

Red long bricks CMYK=50/65/65/0

Gray squared bricks CMYK=60/50/45/10

Gray squared bricks CMYK=25/20/20/0

Concrete drain cover
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Style
Pedestrian Sidewalk 

Linear drainage system with curb-connected covers. 

• The drain cover is made of concrete and connected to the curb.

Colors

• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0

　50/65/65/5

Materiality

Light Environment Design

Drain Cover System

Material / Layout 
The Metropolis pavement must use gray (water-permeable) 

quadrels. Recommended materials include compressed concrete, 

stones, or ceramics. The Village pavement must use red long 

(water-permeable) bricks made of compressed concrete, stones, or 

ceramics. Based on the distance between the two areas, the tiles 

are modularly arranged according to the pavement ratios of 65% 

in Metropolis and 35% in Village. The joints must use the colors 

following.

Dimension 
Gray (water-permeable) quadrels: Recommended length-to-width 

ratio between 1:1 and 3:2. Red long (water-permeable) bricks: 

Recommended length-to-width ratio between 5:1 and 5:2. 

Style
Street light, landscape 

lights, groundlights

Color Temperature
Warm light mainly

25/20/20/0

30/30/30/0

60/50/45/10 75/70/75/45

65/60/60/15

古城
5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm

古城
5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm
35/55/50/0

50/65/65/5

60/70/60/10 40/40/40/0

60/60/75/15

Colors ｜ CMYK 

3-4｜ Beimen Street

As a result of the large demand for parking space on 
Beimen Street, the high requirements of asphalt surface 
have left the pedestrian space narrow and worn-out. 
Also, the narrow pedestrian space makes it difficult for 
bus passengers to get on and off at the stops. This project 
proposes elements from the Village to improve the visual 
landscape and pedestrian space of the street. 

Beimen Street

NN

reference

reference



Material / Style
The planters are made of weathering steel with the same colors 

of concrete in a circular or arc-shaped design. Alternatively, they 

may use covers or gratings made of the same materials of nearby 

pavement.

Colors
• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0

　50/65/65/5
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CMYK 
35/50/50/0

CMYK 
35/30/30/0

CMYK 
50/65/65/5

CMYK 
40/40/40/0

Street Furniture

Planter

Road Parking System

Landscape Planting

Style

Cylindrical shapes made of 

concrete materials with round 

corners.

The cylindrical-shape has 

a modular unit with a 50 or 

100cm diameter.

Style
Using the same 

pavement materials 

as the pedestrian 

sidewalk, with 5~6 

motorcycle parking 

spaces as sort of 

spatial unit. Planters 

are installed to 

prevent illegal 

parking.

Plant Selection Criteria 

It is recommended to use indigenous arbors and fragrant shrubs. 

At the convergence of the Mixing area and the Village, the plants 

should alternate with shrubs.

1.5 m 2 m

Planter

reference reference
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New Taipei City Library
Banqiao Branch

Banqiao Elementary School

Huangshi Market

Arcade

Arcade

Red long bricks CMYK=50/65/65/5

Red long bricks CMYK=35/55/50/0

Gray squared bricks CMYK=30/30/30/0

Concrete drain cover
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Materiality

Light Environment Design

Drain Cover System

Material / Layout 
Squared (water-permeable) bricks in regular geometric 

arrangements. Recommended materials are compressed concrete, 

stones, or ceramics. The joints must use the colors following.

Dimension 
Gray (water-permeable) quadrels: Recommended length-to-width 

ratio between 1:1 and 3:2.

Style
Street lights, wall 

lights, landscape lights, 

groundlights

Color Temperature
White light mainly

Style 

The linear drainage system with circular cover design at 

intersections.

• The drain cover should be integrated with the pavement design.

• The drain cover should enhance the experience of water in the 

urban environment.

Colors
• CMYK (gray tone)

　55/50/45/10

　65/60/60/15

　75/70/75/45

3-5｜ Around Banqiao Station 

The public space around Banqiao Station and New Taipei 
City Plaza is the core of the Metropolis. The project 
suggests extending the landscape and pavement systems 
to create the same spatial atmosphere across the various 
island of pedestrian space.

Colors ｜

古城
5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm

CMYK 25/20/20/0

30/30/30/0

60/50/45/10

75/70/75/45

65/60/60/15

NN

reference

reference reference
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Street Furniture

Planter

Road Parking System

Landscape Planting

Style
Using the same 

pavement materials as 

the pedestrian sidewalk, 

with 15cm difference of 

elevation gap. The curbs 

define the edge of spaces, 

and the parking space 

aligns with the traffic lane. 

Style
Wooden gratings as 

backrest and seat surface, 

with cool-colored metal for 

structure and armrest

The long rectangular chair 

has a modular unit of 2-3 

seats (about 120-200cm).

Material / Style
The plaza uses covers or gratings made of the same materials as 

the pavement, and covers plantation areas with tall grasses and 

flowers.

Colors
• CMYK (gray tone)

　55/50/45/10

　65/60/60/15

　75/70/75/45

Plant Selection Criteria 

1 ｜ Open Plaza Space 

Adopting multi-layer planting, arbors with linear trunks and large 

tree crowns are chosen to increase the shaded area, whereas 

soft, linear grasses and flowers are selected to increase aestethic 

quality of public space.

2 ｜ Pedestrian Sidewalk

Arbors with linear trunks and large crowns are used to increase 

the shaded area on pedestrian spaces. As for shrubs, it is 

recommended to choose prune-tolerant and easily maintained 

plants.

0/0/0/30

55/60/80/10

0/0/0/65

0/0/0/90

65/60/60/15

Metal

Wood

1.5 m 2 m

Planter

reference reference
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Materiality

Light Environment Design

Drain Cover System

Material / Layout 
Squared (water-permeable) bricks in regular geometric 

arrangements. Recommended materials are compressed concrete, 

stones, or ceramics. The joints must use the colors following. 

Dimension 
Gray (water-permeable) quadrels: Recommended length-to-width 

ratio between 1:1 and 3:2.

Style
Street lights, wall 

lights, landscape lights, 

groundlights

Color Temperature
White light mainly

Style 

The linear drainage system with circular cover design at 

intersections.

• The drain cover should be integrated with the pavement design.

• The drain cover should enhance the experience of water in the 

urban environment.

Colors
• CMYK (gray tone)

　55/50/45/10

　65/60/60/15

　75/70/75/45

3-6｜ Section AB Xianmin 
Boulevard 

Despite its spaciousness, Xianmin Boulevard does not 
offer adequate shelters from sun or rain. The current 
pavement is also inconsistent. Following the general 
guidelines, this project therefore suggests to increase 
pedestrian space, plant trees that creates shaded space, 
and maintaining a pedestrian space width clearance 
above 1.5 meters. Street furniture should be also 
designed in consideration of preventing illegal parking.

Colors ｜

古城
5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm

CMYK 25/20/20/0

30/30/30/0

60/50/45/10

75/70/75/45

65/60/60/15

NN
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Street Furniture

Planter

Road Parking System

Landscape Planting

Style
Using the same 

pavement 

materials as 

the pedestrian 

sidewalk, with 

15cm difference of 

elevation gap. The 

curbs define the 

edge of spaces, and 

the parking space 

aligns with the 

traffic lane.

0/0/0/30

55/60/80/10

0/0/0/65

0/0/0/90

65/60/60/15

Metal

WoodStyle
Wooden gratings as 

backrest and seat surface, 

with cool-colored metal for 

structure and armrest.

The long rectangular chair 

has a modular unit of 2-3 

seats (about 120-200cm).

Material / Style
The plaza uses covers or gratings made of the same materials 

as the pavement, and covers plantation areas with tall grasses 

and flowers.

Colors
• CMYK (gray tone)

　55/50/45/10

　65/60/60/15　　75/70/75/45

Plant Selection Criteria 

Arbors with linear trunks and large crowns are used to increase 

the shaded area on pedestrian spaces. As for shrubs, it is 

recommended to choose prune-tolerant and easily maintained 

plants. 

1.5 m 2 m

Planter

reference reference
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Style
Pedestrian Sidewalk 

Linear drainage system with curb-connected covers. 

• The drain cover is made of concrete and connected 

to the curb.

Colors
• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0

　50/65/65/5

Materiality

Light Environment Design

Drain Cover System

Material / Layout 
The Metropolis pavement must use gray (water-permeable) 

quadrels. Recommended materials include compressed concrete, 

stones, or ceramics. The Village pavement must use red long 

(water-permeable) bricks made of compressed concrete, stones, or 

ceramics. Based on the distance between the two areas, the tiles 

are modularly arranged according to the pavement ratios of 100 in 

Metropolis. The joints must use the colors following.

Dimension 
Gray (water-permeable) quadrels: Recommended length-to-width 

ratio between 1:1 and 3:2. Red long (water-permeable) bricks: 

Recommended length-to-width ratio between 5:1 and 5:2. 

Style
Street lights, landscape 

lights, groundlights

Color Temperature
Warm light mainly

Colors ｜

25/20/20/0

30/30/30/0

60/50/45/10

75/70/75/45

65/60/60/15

古城
5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm

3-7｜Wenhua Road

As this section includes elementary schools, senior high 
schools, and governmental agencies such as the Taxation 
Bureau and the police stations, the project suggest a safe 
pedestrian environment and parking system. In terms 
of landscape, this area is connected to the Village and 
the Wanping Park in Metropolis. Thus, although mainly 
composed of Village elements, the area should partially 
integrate with the Metropolis elements. 

NN

reference

reference



Material / Style
The planters are made of weathering steel with the same colors 

of concrete in a circular or arc-shaped design. Alternatively, they 

may use covers or gratings made of the same materials of nearby 

pavement.

Colors
• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0

　50/65/65/5
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CMYK 
35/50/50/0

CMYK 
35/30/30/0

CMYK 
50/65/65/5

CMYK 
40/40/40/0

Street Furniture

Planter

道路停車系統

Landscape Planting

Style
Concrete cylinders with round 

corners.

The cylindrical-shape has 

a modular unit with a 50 or 

100cm diameter.

Style
Using the same 

pavement materials 

as the pedestrian 

sidewalk, with 5~6 

motorcycle parking 

spaces as sort of 

spatial unit. Planters 

are installed to 

prevent illegal 

parking.

Plant Selection Criteria
It is recommended to use indigenous arbors and fragrant shrubs. 

At the convergence of the Mixing area and the Village, the plants 

should alternate with shrubs.

1.5 m 2 m

Planter

reference reference



Style
Street lights, landscape 

lights, groundlights

Color Temperature
Warm light mainly

50

Style 

Linear drainage system with curb-connected covers. 

• The drain cover is made of concrete and connected 

to the curb.

Colors
• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0

　50/65/65/5

Materiality

Light Environment Design

Drain Cover System

Material / Layout 
The Metropolis pavement must use gray (water-permeable) 

quadrels. Recommended materials include compressed concrete, 

stones, or ceramics. The Village pavement must use red long 

(water-permeable) bricks made of compressed concrete, stones, or 

ceramics. Based on the distance between the two areas, the tiles 

are modularly arranged according to the pavement ratios of 100% 

in Metropolis. The joints must use the colors following.

Dimension 
Gray (water-permeable) quadrels: Recommended length-to-width 

ratio between 1:1 and 3:2. Red long (water-permeable) bricks: 

Recommended length-to-width ratio between 5:1 and 5:2. 
Colors ｜

3-8 ｜ Zhongshan Road to 
Guanqian East Road Area

Located at the East of Fuzhong Plaza, surrounded by 
the Fuzhong Shopping Area and Jieshou Park, this area 
is characterized by an equal share of elements from 
Village and the Metropolis. The pedestrian space should 
include plants and street furniture, and the parking 
systems implemented to meet drivers’ requirements. 
Since Metropolis and Village elements blend together in 
the area, the urban landscape must substantiate a mix of 
historical culture and modern construction. 

25/20/20/0

30/30/30/0

60/50/45/10 75/70/75/45

65/60/60/15
古城

5cm

10cm
35cm

古城古城

8cm

50cm70cm

NN

reference

reference
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1 ｜ Guanqian east road, south side
Concrete cylinders with round corners. Cylindrical-shape has a 

modular unit with a 50 or 100cm diameter.

2 ｜ Guanqian east road, north side
Rectangular and cylindrical shapes made of concrete materials with 

round corners. The long rectangular chair has a modular unit of 2-3 

seats (about 120-200cm), while the cylindrical-shape has a modular 

unit with a 50 or 100cm diameter.

35/50/50/0 35/30/30/050/65/65/5 40/40/40/0

25/20/15/0 15/10/10/0

CMYK

CMYK

25/20/20/0 15/10/10/0

Street Furniture

Planter

Road Parking System

Landscape Planting

Material / Style
The planters are made of weathering steel with the same colors 

of concrete in a circular or arc-shaped design. Alternatively, they 

may use covers or gratings made of the same materials of nearby 

pavement.

Colors
• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0　　50/65/65/5

Plant Selection Criteria 

It is recommended to use indigenous arbors and fragrant shrubs. 

At the convergence of the Mixing area and the Village, the plants 

should alternate with shrubs.

Style
Using the same 

pavement 

materials as 

the pedestrian 

sidewalk, with 

5~6 motorcycle 

parking spaces 

as sort of spatial 

unit. Planters 

are installed to 

prevent illegal 

parking.

1.5 m 2 m

1 2

Planter

reference reference
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Style 

Linear drainage system with curb-connected covers. 

• The drain cover is made of concrete and connected to the curb.

Colors
• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0

　50/65/65/5

Materiality

Light Environment Design

Drain Cover System

Material / Layout 
The Metropolis pavement must use gray (water-permeable) 

quadrels. Recommended materials include compressed concrete, 

stones, or ceramics. The Village pavement must use red long 

(water-permeable) bricks made of compressed concrete, stones, or 

ceramics. Based on the distance between the two areas, the tiles 

are modularly arranged according to the pavement ratios of 55-0% 

in Metropolis and 45-100% in Village. The joints must use the colors 

following.

Dimension 
Gray (water-permeable) quadrels: Recommended length-to-width 

ratio between 1:1 and 3:2. Red long (water-permeable) bricks: 

Recommended length-to-width ratio between 5:1 and 5:2.

Style
Street lights, landscape 

lights, groundlights

Color Temperature
Warm light mainly

Colors ｜

3-9｜ Ximen Street to 
Guanqian West Road Area

Surrounding the Lin Family Mansion and Garden, 
most of the pedestrian spaces in the Village should be 
characterized by historical plants and street furniture 
as an extension of the Lin Family Mansion and Garden 
atmosphere. Sidewalks and parkings should be planned 
in consideration of the needs of pedestrians and drivers. 

25/20/20/0

30/30/30/0

60/50/45/10

75/70/75/45

65/60/60/15

35/55/50/0

50/65/65/5

60/70/60/10

40/40/40/0

60/60/75/15

NN

reference

reference
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CMYK 
35/50/50/0

CMYK 
35/30/30/0

CMYK 
50/65/65/5

CMYK 
40/40/40/0

Street Furniture

Planter

Road Parking System

Landscape Planting

Style
Concrete cylinders with round 

corners.

Cylindrical-shape has a 

modular unit with a 50 or 

100cm diameter.

Material / Style
The planters are made of weathering steel with the same colors 

of concrete in a circular or arc-shaped design. Alternatively, they 

may use covers or gratings made of the same materials of nearby 

pavement.

Colors
• CMYK (red brick tone)

　35/50/50/0　50/65/65/5

Plant Selection Criteria 

1 ｜ The West Section of Guanqian West Road

Choosing to plant the same arbors as in the Lin Family Mansion 

and Garden, and flowering plants for the shrubs.

2 ｜ The East Section of Guanqian West Road

It is recommended to use indigenous arbors and fragrant shrubs.

Style
Using the same 

pavement 

materials as 

the pedestrian 

sidewalk, with 

5~6 motorcycle 

parking spaces 

as sort of spatial 

unit. Planters are 

installed to prevent 

illegal parking.

1 2

1.5 m 2 m

Planter

reference reference
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